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Abstract. A new versatile detector for ultracold neutrons (UCN) has been built and operated which
combines multi-pixel photon counters and GS10 lithium-doped scintillators. Such detectors can be very
small and can be used to monitor UCN inside storage vessels or guides with negligible influence (of order
10−6) on the UCN intensity itself. We have shown that such detectors can be used in a very harsh radiation
environment of up to 200Gy/h via the addition of a 4 m long quartz light guide in order to place the
radiation-sensitive photon counters outside the hot zone. Additionally we have measured the UCN storage
times in situ in this harsh environment.

1 Introduction

We report on the development of a very small, versatile ul-
tracold neutron (UCN) detector system, the adaptation of
this detector to a harsh radiation environment, and its in-
stallation inside the accelerator-based UCN source at the
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. The basic de-
tector system consists of a GS10 scintillator. introduced to
UCN instrumentation in [1], coupled to a multi-pixel pho-
ton counter (MPPC) [2] to detect the scintillation light.
Two versions of this system have been built and installed
in different locations around the source as shown in fig. 1.
In the one installed in the source’s UCN storage vessel
(D/E/F), the scintillation light is transmitted through a
quartz rod over a total length of 4.12m to the MPPC.
Such a system can directly monitor the UCN before the
losses and modifications introduced by the several meter
long neutron guides. In the mini-monitor versions (G and
J), the scintillator is directly mounted onto the MPPC.

Ultracold neutrons, with energies below 350 neV, un-
dergo reflection from certain materials and can thus be
stored in material bottles [3]. This makes them invaluable
for precision measurements of fundamental properties of
the neutron.

The UCN source at PSI [4–6] started regular operation
in 2011. Neutrons are produced via proton-induced spal-
lation on lead with subsequent thermalization in heavy
water and conversion to the ultracold regime in 30 liters
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Fig. 1. Layout showing the parts of the PSI UCN source and
the locations of the detectors relevant to this work. A: UCN
storage vessel; B: vacuum tank; C: vessel valve guide South;
D: location of the endoscopic detector; E: light guides for the
endoscopic detector; F: location of the MPPCs for the endo-
scopic detector; G: location of mini-monitor in guide South;
H: beam port shutter South; I: beam port shutter West-1; J:
location of mini-monitor in guide West-1; K: vessel valve guide
West-1.

of solid D2. After production, the UCN are stored in an in-
termediate storage vessel, located directly above the solid
D2, from where they can be distributed to experiments
via three different, up to 8m long, UCN guides.

A several-meter-thick biological shield surrounds the
spallation target and the storage vessel and standard UCN
detectors can be placed only at the end of the neutron
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guides, outside this shield. However, it is of great interest
to measure the UCN closer to the production area and
for this purpose we built a dedicated endoscopic detector
for installation in the storage vessel, as well as two mini-
monitors placed along the neutron guides. Such a mini-
monitor could also be placed inside a UCN experiment
vessel.

2 Requirements

Regions around the storage vessel can have radiation levels
up to 5 · 1011 n/cm2/s due to the spallation process [7]
and detector components placed in these regions must be
able to withstand this. However, the MPPCs have a low
tolerance for radiation [2] thus they must be placed outside
this zone, necessitating the use of long light guides.

The high radiation background also requires the detec-
tor to be as insensitive as possible to radiation other than
the UCN.

The detectors are installed inside the vacuum of the
UCN source, hence all components have to be compatible
with high vacuum conditions. They also have to be as
compact as possible so as to fit in the available space in
the source.

Detection of UCN can only be done by conversion, i.e.
the detected UCN is lost for further experiments. This
implies a very small active area of the detector, in order
not to induce significant losses.

3 Components of the detector

3.1 GS10 scintillator

The neutrons are detected in a 6Li-doped GS10 glass scin-
tillator, with 18% Li oxide by weight (the Li content is the
natural one, 7.5% 6Li, 92,5% 7Li), via absorption as de-
scribed by the following reaction:

n + 6Li → 3H + 4He + 4.78MeV. (1)

The α-particle carries away 2.06MeV and has a range
of about 7μm in the scintillator while the triton with the
remaining 2.72MeV travels up to 40μm. Part of the en-
ergy is transferred to cerium atoms, the scintillating ingre-
dient in the GS10, which have a peak emission wavelength
of 395 nm [8]. The scintillation light has a decay time on
the order of 100 ns as seen in fig. 2.

The high neutron capture cross-section of some
105 barn for UCN in 6Li allows the use of very thin scin-
tillator material while maintaining complete absorption
of the UCN. Background signals from gammas or charged
particles are reduced in thinner materials, resulting in a
better signal-to-noise ratio. For this work, a thickness of
100μm was chosen as it has been shown [9] to provide good
discrimination between UCN and typical backgrounds in
experimental areas.

Fig. 2. Typical pulse shape of a neutron capture event in the
detector at the output of the amplifier.

Fig. 3. Pulse-height spectrum (252Cf α source) measured with
identical detector setups and exposure times but different scin-
tillators, one coated with Al and one without coating. One can
see an increase of the light yield for the coated scintillator. In
addition, the energy resolution ΔE/E (FWHM) of about 0.4
is improved by about 10% by using the coating.

For our purpose, disks with a diameter of 3mm were
laser-cut1 out of a square sheet of scintillator glass. The
disks were then coated with either 200 nm or 500 nm thick
layers of aluminum via magnetron sputtering. This layer
increases the light collection efficiency by serving as a re-
flector for the scintillation light. Figure 3 shows the pulse-
height spectra (PHS) recorded with a peak-sensing ADC
for two scintillator discs, one uncoated and one coated
with aluminum. The two spectra were recorded with iden-
tical settings of the electronics and the data acquisition
system —the advantage of the coating is clearly seen in
the increased light yield.

The detector assembly for the storage vessel consists
of four scintillators each read out by an MPPC. The scin-
tillators have different coatings: i) 200 nm Al plus 300 nm
NiMo, ii) and iii) 500 nm Al, iv) 200 nm Al and 300 nm
stainless steel. These coatings were intended to act as
energy barriers via their material optical potentials (Al
54 neV, stainless steel 180 neV, and NiMo 230 neV) and
thus allow for a crude neutron energy resolution. The
GS10 itself has a material optical potential of 84 neV. In
the end, the high backgrounds did not allow us to make
use of this energy discrimination. The scintillators in the
mini-monitors have 200 nm aluminum layer.

1 www.mdischott-ap.de.
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Fig. 4. Drawing of the UCN guide tube close to the storage
vessel with attached light-guide system. The ends of the light
guides are bent to reach the scintillator mounted and locked in
the block made of aluminum (see also fig. 9).

3.2 Light guides

The peak emission wavelength of the GS10 around 395 nm
limits the choice of light guide materials. The stringent ra-
diation hardness requirements and the necessary vacuum
compatibility further narrows the list of possible materi-
als. The best choice was found to be quartz glass.

The company Heraeus Quarzglas manufactures
radiation-hard quartz rods in different grades. The F100
is best suited to our application because of its excellent
UV transmission and high resistance to gamma radiation.
We tested samples of this glass by irradiating them with
thermal neutron fluences up to 1015 n/cm2 at the PSI
neutron irradiation facility (NAA). A close inspection by
eye revealed no indication of browning, the latter being
the usual sign of radiation damage.

Standard radiation-hard coated quartz fibers would
have been much more convenient for handling and instal-
lation, however the numerical aperture of such fibers is
only 0.22 [10] and unsuitable for our application given the
low light yield of the GS10. By using 3mm solid uncoated
quartz rods that match the active area of the MPPCs we
gain a factor of ten due to numerical aperture and solid
angle.

The quartz rods are available only up to lengths of
1.6m so several pieces had to be joined together to trans-
port the light over the required distance of about 4m.

A glassblower2 fused the quartz rods using an oxyhy-
drogen flame at a temperature of about 1600 ◦C. In addi-
tion to joining a total of three pieces for each light guide,
it was necessary to bend the rods into shape (see fig. 4)
in order to adapt them to the geometry of the UCN guide
on which they are mounted.

2 www.glasform.ch.

Fig. 5. Comparison of three pulse-height spectra (scaled to
equal peak height). Scintillator coupled to the MPPC via a) a
light guide with two joints; b) a light guide without joints; c)
the scintillator directly coupled to the MPPC.

The scale of light losses induced by the light guides
is demonstrated in the 241Am alpha pulse-height spectra
(PHS) of three different measurements shown in fig. 5.
The largest signal (c)) was obtained by coupling the scin-
tillator directly to the MPPC, the middle peak (b)) was
obtained with a 40 cm long light guide, and the smallest
signal (a)) was obtained with a light guide of equal length
but with two joints, i.e. the guide was intentionally bro-
ken and rejoined at two positions. One can clearly see the
reduction of the light yield. However, it was not possible
to characterize the loss very well as measurements showed
a large spread: each joint, done by hand, has its individual
characteristics and light losses.

3.3 Multi-pixel photon counter

We used Hamamatsu S10362-33-050C multi-pixel photon
counters (MPPC), a blue-sensitive device consisting of
3600 avalance photodiodes (APD) each 50μm × 50μm
square, and an overall active area of 3mm × 3mm. The
semiconductor is encapsulated in a ceramic housing and
covered with a thin layer of optical epoxy as shown in
fig. 6.

The gain of the MPPC is on the order of 106 and
it is very sensitive to temperature and supply voltage
changes. In our installation inside the UCN source vac-
uum system the temperature is intrinsically sufficiently
stable. Custom-made PSI power supply units provide the
required voltage stability. Each pixel of the MPPC gen-
erates a signal when it detects a photon and the signal
output of the MPPC is the sum of all outputs. MPPCs
are capable of measuring very low light quantities down
to single photons. The operating principle is thoroughly
discussed in [2].

The radiation tolerance of these semi-conductor de-
vices is very low. As shown in [11] a neutron fluence of
1011 n/cm2 is sufficient to increase the dark count rate
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Fig. 6. Close-up of a MPPC: a) ceramic housing; b) pixe-
lated active area; c) bonding wires for the detector voltage; d)
grounding pad; e) UV-transparent epoxy glue used to fill the
ceramic housing, thus keeping the detector in place.

Fig. 7. Mini-monitor: Scintillator glued to an MPPC with the
cable attached at the back, ready to be mounted.

and the after-pulse probability. Due to this low radiation
hardness the MPPCs have to be placed as far away from
the spallation target as possible. The 4m chosen here was
a compromise between reducing the radiation level and
limiting the light loss in the light guides.

3.4 Detector construction

The two mini-monitors for the lower radiation zone were
made by glueing the scintillators directly to the MPPCs
using Epotek 301, an epoxy resin with a very low cut-
off wavelength and low outgassing. Figure 7 shows one of
the two detectors in an aluminum holder. We have placed
these detectors in the 30◦ bends of the UCN guides South
and West-1 where they monitor the UCN flux via 2mm
diameter holes in the bend of the guides (see fig. 1).

Fig. 8. The front end of the endoscopic detector. The steel
cylinders accommodate each the front end of the light guide
and a scintillator. A flat steel ring is spot-welded to the top of
the capsule to retain the scintillator disc and press it against
the guide.

The assembly procedure of the endoscopic detector
was more complicated. First, the four light guides were
meticulously cleaned using ethyl acetate. Next the gold-
plated legs of the MPPCs were clipped and replaced with
AWG 32 wire. This wire acts as a mechanical decoupling
between the detector and a coaxial cable to which it is
connected and which carries the signals to a floating SMA
feedthrough. A standard SMA cable delivers the signal to
the preamplifiers.

The MPPCs were then glued to the light guides and
placed inside a box made of 2mm thick aluminum plates in
order to reduce the amount of electronic pick-up. The box
is glued to the detector support —a 4.5m long aluminum
U-profile, which in turn is mounted to the neutron guide—
with Torr-Seal, a UHV compatible epoxy resin with good
radiation hardness [12].

On the front end of the detector, each scintillator was
inserted into a holding capsule followed by the light guide,
as shown in fig. 8. This capsule is a stainless-steel cylinder
with a smooth 3.05mm diameter bore. A 0.2mm thick
flat ring with an inner and outer diameter of 2mm and
3mm, respectively, was spot-welded to the front end. The
ring acts as a catch to press the scintillator against the
light-guide end face as seen in fig. 9. Glueing the scintil-
lator to the light guide was out of the question given the
intense radiation at this location, and the danger of a fast
browning [12] of the glue, with correspondingly large light
losses.

The assembled detector was integrated into the front
end of UCN guide South (fig. 9) which is part of the UCN
storage vessel. There, 2mm diameter holes allow the de-
tector to view directly inside the storage vessel. The area
of four holes corresponds to a surface ratio of 10−6, hence
has a negligible influence on the UCN loss. Unfortunately,
during the insertion of the guide-detector unit into the
source, one of the light guides broke.
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Fig. 9. Design drawing of the detector front end at the end
of the UCN guide showing the holder, indicating the stainless-
steel capsule with the spot-welded foil (green) containing the
scintillator (red) and the light guide (yellow).

4 Electronics

The MPPCs were read out by a custom made PSI pream-
plifier (reference number GU32 09 1 0). We used a data
acquisition system originally designed and produced for
the MuCap experiment [13]. The system is based on a
flash ADC, which allowed us to record the waveform of
every pulse which passed a time-over-threshold (TOT)
test, i.e. the voltage level exceeded a certain thresh-
old for longer than a given time. The system uses eight
Maxim MAX1213 ADCs (170MHz flash ADC) for eight
channels. Four Xilinx Spartan-3 XC3S200-TQ144 field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGA), each reading out two
flash ADCs, process the data and test for the TOT con-
dition. Pulses which pass the conditions are labeled with
a 28 bit time stamp and then sent to one master FPGA
which in turn takes care of the communication with the
measurement PC via ethernet. The measurements are con-
trolled and recorded within the MIDAS framework3.

5 Measurements using prototype detectors

5.1 Measurements with α-particles

First tests with the scintillator were done by coupling
it directly to a MPPC using index-matching grease. A
241Am α source was used to create scintillation signals.
Figure 10 shows the corresponding pulse-height spectrum
in the detector.

5.2 Measurements with UCN

A prototype detector consisting of a scintillator coupled
to a MPPC via a 1.6m long quartz rod was tested at

3 midas.psi.ch.

Fig. 10. Pulse-height spectrum of 241Am α-particles imping-
ing on a GS10 scintillator coupled to a MPPC using index-
matching grease.

Fig. 11. Pulse-height spectra of the prototype test at ILL
(equal exposure time). The upper curve shows the data ob-
tained with UCN. With the shutter closed, no UCN can reach
the detector, hence, one can record the background (lower
curve).

the EDM beam line at the PF2 facility [14] of the ILL in
Grenoble, France.

The entire setup was placed in a support frame, which
in turn was placed inside a Nocasept H54 stainless-steel
tube. For the test measurements two different pulse-height
spectra were recorded. One was the background spec-
trum, recorded with the shutter towards the UCN turbine
closed. In the second measurement, the shutter towards
the turbine was open. The resulting pulse height spec-
tra are shown in fig. 11. One can clearly see the difference
with UCNs. Furthermore, one can observe an escape peak,
which occurs when one of the reaction products of the neu-
tron capture reaction —most likely the triton which has
the longer path length— exits the scintillator without de-
positing most of its energy. This occurs at the end of the
track at the Bragg peak.

4 The material and surface properties of these tubes make
them reasonable UCN guides. www.nocado.com.
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Fig. 12. Pulse-height spectrum of the detector in guide South.
The DAQ recorded all pulses which exceeded the time over
threshold of 90 ns.

6 Measurements with the monitor counters

Figure 12 shows the PHS of the mini-monitor placed in
guide South. One can clearly see the escape peak and
the full-energy peak. The absence of the typical electronic
background around zero is due to the cutoff by the FADC
data acquisition system. It was set to record only those
pulses with a time over threshold of more than 90 ns. The
background events typically had a time over threshold of
30–50 ns. This was possible because of the excellent signal-
to-noise ratio.

As can be seen from the pulse-height spectrum these
detectors show excellent performance. The thresholds can
be set clearly above the noise, thus all recorded events can
be attributed to neutrons. The time interval over which
the proton pulse impinges on the target was excluded from
the analysis as there is a very high flux of gammas and
fast and thermal neutrons.

A comparision of figs. 11 and 12 shows a much larger
escape peak in the PSI measurement and this is currently
under investigation. One reason for this could be that at
ILL the UCN energy distribution contains more neutrons
with higher energies than at PSI. The 1/v nature of the
neutron absorption cross-section means that UCN with
lower velocities are absorbed closer to the scintillator sur-
face. The reaction products then have a higher probability
of escaping from the scintillator.

7 Measurements with the endoscopic UCN
detector

7.1 Measurements with α-particles

Given the fragility of the endoscopic detector, we wanted
to be able to check on its working condition after instal-
lation. Therefore, a small amount of 241Am was deposited

Fig. 13. Pulse-height spectrum of α particles from 241Am de-
posited inside the capsules to serve as a diagnostic tool. The
activity rate is about 0.1 s−1. The scintillator is coated with
500 nm of Al, and coupled to a 4.12 m long light guide. The
MPPC is glued to the back end of the light guide.

on the inside of the capsules holding the scintillator lead-
ing to a count rate of about 0.1 s−1. This allowed us to
check for signals from the α-particles in the detector and
determine that three light guides were still functional af-
ter the insertion into the source. A PHS of the detector
with the best optical transmission properties is shown in
fig. 13.

The spectrum differs from the one in fig. 10 in that
the plateau between the electronic noise and the peak is
much shorter. Due to the large light losses in the guide of
almost a factor of 20, the signal approaches the noise. The
two other functioning detectors with NiMo and steel coat-
ings showed very low activity from their corresponding α
sources and the reason for this is unknown.

7.2 Extraction of the UCN signals in the endoscopic
detector

All data taken at the PSI source were recorded with the
FADC system described in sect. 4. During proton beam
kicks and shortly thereafter, the detector was swamped
with signals resembling the neutron signal. The preva-
lence of the faster neutrons during and after the kick, and
the gammas from induced activation, dominate the back-
ground making it impossible to separate the UCN events
via the usual method of pulse-height discrimination. It
should be mentioned that the baseline of the MPPC was
very unstable from the beginning of the proton pulse to
about 20 s after the pulse. This behavior depended on the
proton beam current and the pulse length and became
worse with time.

In order to identify the UCN, two measurements were
done for each source operation condition, one allowing
UCN to enter the storage vessel and one blocking the UCN
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Fig. 14. Pulse-height spectrum with and without UCN in the
storage vessel. The dashed line shows the difference spectrum
(linear scale on the right) which can be compared with fig. 13.

Fig. 15. Charge-integration spectrum with and without UCN
in the storage vessel. The dashed line shows the difference spec-
trum (linear scale on the right).

Fig. 16. Comparison of a background run and a UCN run (4 s
proton beam pulses). The counts per bin are significantly differ-
ent for the two measurements. The PHS and charge-integration
spectrum in figs. 14 and 15, respectively, are taken from the
same measurement runs.

by keeping the shutter at the bottom of the storage vessel
closed. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the results of such a
pair of measurements.

Fig. 17. Two time spectra of the UCN detector. For the dashed
line, the UCN shutter at the bottom of the storage vessel was
opened after ∼ 80 s to show that the count rate originates
from UCN. One can clearly see that the rate is reduced with
a typical time constant of a few seconds for the open storage
vessel shutter.

The waveform data was analyzed with an algorithm
which cycled through all the recorded events in several
steps. First the baseline was fitted and subtracted. Then
a threshold was set on the length and amplitude of the
signal candidates. Finally the charge integral for the region
spanning 8 channels before the peak, to 20 channels after
the signal maximum, was calculated. Once processed, the
background data were subtracted from the UCN data. In
this way it was possible to extract meaningful data from
the aluminum coated scintillator. In the case of the two
other detectors with different coatings no event could be
clearly attributed to UCN.

In order to demonstrate the correlation of the signals
and the presence of UCN in the storage vessel, a mea-
surement was performed in which the UCN shutter at the
bottom of the storage vessel was reopened after about 80 s,
thus allowing the UCN to fall out of the vessel in a matter
of seconds. One can clearly see the associated decrease in
the counts in fig. 17.

7.3 Measurement of the storage time constant

One purpose of the detector was to characterize the stor-
age vessel of the source and measure its storage time con-
stant (STC). In order to do this, we filled UCN into the
storage vessel keeping all UCN guide valves closed. The
large UCN shutter at the bottom of the storage vessel
was closed at the end of the filling process and the STC
was extracted by observing the decrease of the count rate
of the detector. This was done using 4 s long proton pulses
for UCN production.

Figure 18 shows the sum of five measurements. After
the beam kick the detector signal baseline typically needed
20 to 45 s to stabilize. The fit range was hence chosen from
50 s after the pulse, up to the first channel with fewer than
10 counts per run (fig. 16).

From this we obtain a storage time constant of 85±2 s
measured in situ in our storage vessel.

Figure 19 shows the count rate of the mini-monitors in
guide West-1 and South as a function of time. The UCN
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Fig. 18. UCN counts observed in the endoscopic UCN detector
after 4 s long proton pulses. Five measurements were added.
The single exponential STC fitted to this data is 85 ± 2 s.

Fig. 19. Counts as a function of time plotted for the detectors
in guides West-1 and South. The valve towards guide West-1
was open, the one towards guide South was closed. This corre-
sponds to a STC measurement of the storage vessel combined
with guide West-1, STC = 48 ± 2 s.

storage vessel valve of guide West-1 was open and that of
guide South was closed; both beam port shutters at the
end of the guides were closed. About 3% of the UCN leak
through the closed shutter in guide South and gives rise
to a signal in detector South.

The detector in guide West-1 monitors the combined
volume of the storage vessel and guide West 1. The STC
of this space was measured to be 48 ± 2 s. The detec-
tor in guide South shows a very faint count rate of a
few counts per 3 s bin corresponding to the background
and the decreasing UCN counts which leaked through the
closed valve.

8 Lifetime of the detector

The condition of a MPPC can be judged by the size of its
dark current. A fresh non-irradiated MPPC operated with
the nominal voltage of around 70V will draw about 1–
2μA. Before the diodes were irradiated, the dark current
was in this range. Once the beam operation, and thus the
irradiation, began the dark current increased gradually.
After two months of test operation of the source when only

a few proton pulses were generated, the dark current was
stable at a level of 15–20 μA. Then, regular beam opera-
tion started and at that point the dark current increased
to 25–30μA and the signals ceased to be meaningful. Two
month after the annual source shutdown, the dark current
was still at a level of 30μA which is the current limit of
the power supply.

9 Conclusion

A detector which can measure the UCN rate and hence
the storage time constant of a given UCN vessel has been
built. The endoscopic UCN detector is a new device to
characterize and monitor UCN count rates in a very high
radiation environment.

Despite its handicaps, this first version of an endo-
scopic UCN detector has proven that it is possible to
detect UCN in extreme radiation environments of up to
200Gray/h and under difficult circumstances. The key to
the success of this detector is the employment of long light
guides between scintillator and MPPC, the latter have to
be placed outside the very high radiation zone. Improving
the optical transmission performance of these guides, as
well as improving the neutron shielding around the MP-
PCs, could make such detectors permanent monitoring
tools.

The combination of multi-pixel photon counter and
glass scintillator is an interesting development in UCN
detection. Due to the small size one can use this combi-
nation for UCN monitoring tasks or develop a large pixe-
lated UCN detector by combining many MPPCs. This is
a magnetically insensitive alternative to PMT-scintillator
combinations.

As the PSI UCN source was just starting up when the
detector was operated, the UCN count rates were lower
than what the detector was initially designed for and the
signal-to-noise ratio was unfavorable. Nevertheless, both
of our new detector assemblies, the mini-monitor counters
and the endoscopic counters could be used to record UCN.
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